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1. SUMMARY
The security audit for the Savix contract has been processed as internal audit due to the following reasons:
Single contract deployment is a main feature to guarantee all investors that no updates to the contract can be
made. This way Investors have absolute clarity that all features described in the white paper are implemented
exactly as described and will stay this way forever. Due to the financial situation an external audit would have
been possible after the presale only. Carrying out an external audit after the presale would imply that the
contract would have to be alterable, which in turn would be in opposition to the idea of a single contract
deployment.
The Savix contract does not interact with external contracts, oracles or other external entities, thus rendering
some otherwise typical security issues inconsequential (see 2.1.2). Nevertheless usual auditing steps have
been professionally carried out and potential security issues detected have been dealt with. A focus of this
audit has been put onto verifying the correct implementation of business logic, the consistent implementation
of the protocol embedded staking mechanism respectively (see 2.1.4).
All contracts and test files will be published at the Savix Github repository (https://github.com/SavixOrg) in
order to enable everyone to rebuild the checks made.
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2. AUDITING DETAILS AND RESULTS
Typically the following check items are audited when auditing smart contracts:
Auditing Step

Check Item
Constructor Mismatch
Ownership Takeover
Redundant Fallback Function
Overflows & Underflows
Reentrancy
Money-Giving Bug
Blackhole
Unauthorized Self-Destruct

Basic Coding Bugs

Revert DoS
Unchecked External Call
Gasless Send
Send Instead Of Transfer
Costly Loop
(Unsafe) Use Of Untrusted Libraries
(Unsafe) Use Of Predictable Variables
Transaction Ordering Dependence
Deprecated Uses
Specific checks depending on actual contract logic

Semantic Consistency Checks

Business Logics Review
Functionality Checks
Authentication Management
Access Control & Authorization
Oracle Security
Digital Asset Escrow

Advanced Business / DeFi Scrutiny

Kill-Switch Mechanism
Operation Trails & Event Generation
ERC20 Idiosyncrasies Handling
Frontend-Contract Integration
Deployment Consistency
Holistic Risk Management
Avoiding Use of Variadic Byte Array
Using Fixed Compiler Version

Transparency / Readability /
Best Practice

Making Visibility Level Explicit
Making Type Inference Explicit
Adhering To Function Declaration Strictly
Following Other Best Practices
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As explained above the first two categories only apply to the Savix smart contract and library.
The issues reported refer to the following list of potential weaknesses.
Category

Summary

Configuration

Weaknesses in this category are typically introduced during the
configuration of the software.

Data Processing

Issues Weaknesses in this category are typically found in functionality
that processes data.
Weaknesses in this category are related to improper calculation or
conversion of numbers.
Weaknesses in this category are concerned with topics like
authentication, access control, confidentiality, cryptography, and
privilege management. (Software security is not security software.)

Numeric Errors
Security Features

Time and State

Error Conditions, Return
Values, Status Codes

Weaknesses in this category are related to the improper
management of time and state in an environment that supports
simultaneous or near-simultaneous computation by multiple
systems, processes, or threads.
Weaknesses in this category include weaknesses that occur if a
function does not generate the correct return/status code, or if the
application does not handle all possible return/status codes that
could be generated by a function. Resource Management
Weaknesses in this category are related to improper management of
system resources.

Behavioral Issues

Weaknesses in this category are related to unexpected behaviors
from code that an application uses.

Business Logics

Weaknesses in this category identify some of the underlying
problems that commonly allow attackers to manipulate the business
logic of an application. Errors in business logic can be devastating to
an entire application.
Weaknesses in this category occur in behaviors that are used for
initialization and breakdown.

Initialization and Cleanup
Arguments and Parameters

Weaknesses in this category are related to improper use of
arguments or parameters within function calls.

Expression Issues

Weaknesses in this category are related to incorrectly written
expressions within code.

Coding Practices

Weaknesses in this category are related to coding practices that are
deemed unsafe and increase the chances that an exploitable
vulnerability will be present in the application. They may not directly
introduce a vulnerability, but indicate the product has not been
carefully developed or maintained.

1: Weakness Enumeration as used by PeckShield (https://peckshield.com/en)

2.1.1.

Basic Coding Bugs

The first task within this audit step is determining the best tool for code analysis currently available. The
selection of the software used is based on scientific research like the paper “Security Vulnerabilities in
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Ethereum Smart Contracts” by Mariusz Nowostawski and Ardit Dika preseted at the conference “2018 IEEE
International Conference on Internet of Things (iThings) and IEEE Green Computing and Communications
(GreenCom) and IEEE Cyber, Physical and Social Computing (CPSCom) and IEEE Smart Data (SmartData)”, see
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/333590995_Security_Vulnerabilities_in_Ethereum_Smart_Contract
s. The taxonomy of vulnerabilities found at page 6 of this paper roughly covers the scope of our contract
audits, too. A complete and comprehensive list of vulnerabilities and possible attacks can be found at
https://consensys.github.io/smart-contract-best-practices/known_attacks/.
The paper “Static Analysis of Ethereum Smart Contracts” found at the IEEE
(https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8445052) compares three widely used code analysis tools: Oyente,
Securify and SmartCheck, supplemented by Remix which actually is more of an IDE with certain testing
features. According to the best results in the ratio of False Positives (Errors detected which aren`t any) and
False Negatives (No error detected where there is one) the tool SmartCheck received the best results and was
used for the Savix audit accordingly.

2.1.2.

Comments on typical security issues



Prevention of short address attacks by checking message data sizes before execution of transactions
has not been implemented due to issues with multisig wallets and internal function calls (see
https://vessenes.com/the-erc20-short-address-attack-explained/ and
https://blog.coinfabrik.com/smart-contract-short-address-attack-mitigation-failure/)



Front-running attacks (see https://github.com/ethereum/EIPs/issues/20#issuecomment-263524729)
have been prevented in approval functions by temporarily setting current allowances to zero before
transactions are finished (see https://forum.openzeppelin.com/t/protecting-against-front-runningand-transaction-reordering/1314)



Reentrancy attacks are not relevant for Savix since there aren’t any external contract calls (see
https://consensys.github.io/smart-contract-best-practices/known_attacks/#reentrancy).

Generally it should be noted, that timestamp dependence is a central feature in the algorithm for the protocol
embedded staking algorithm. The limits of possible timestamp manipulation by miners are:


A timestamp too far in the future will not be found by other miners, thus miners will not build on a
block timestamped "from the future".



Block time cannot be stamped with an earlier than the time of the parent block.
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Difficulty is kept lowest (best deal for miners) by not stamping blocks earlier than they actually occur.

Since there are no profits to be gained by manipulation block time when mining Savix blocks, it is very unlikely
that any miner would try to do this. Additionally and due to the unambiguous definition of the Savix Supply
Curve a time manipulation could lead to a temporary deflection of total supply and account balances only,
which would automatically correct as soon as block times mined return to approaching the actual time.
Therefore timestamp manipulation is no actual risk for Savix due to its construction. Nevertheless it is an
important matter to be discussed here and have been one of the major challenges when figuring out the best
mathematical solution for the staking mechanism (see appendix of Whitepaper).
________________________________________________________________________________________
Although being more elegant, other mathematical solutions like recursive definitions would have to cope with high risks of time
manipulation. Potentially these could have led to drastically changing the shape of the supply curve and have therefore been dismissed
in favor of the actually chosen definition.

2.1.3.

Static Code Analysis

After having dealt with the general security issues described above a static code analysis have been performed
using SmartCheck. This check identified some remaining problems. We have handled these issues according to
the following table.
Contract: Savix.sol
ID

Severity

Title

Category

Code Location

001

Medium

Multiplication after division

Numeric Errors

_calculateFragments

Transfer of Balances into supply fragments delivers highest possible precision. Multiplication of those very big numbers
before dividing would lead to less precicion for smaller balances and risk of multiplication overflow. Therefore the
generally less optimal calculaiton sequence of dividing first is preferable in this particular case.
002

Low

Possible front-running attack on approve function

Coding Practices

approve

This issue has been fixed (see Comments on typical security issues)

Contract: SavixSupply.sol
ID

Severity

Title

Category

Code Location

003

Low

Costly loop

Data Processing

getSupplyWindow

Category

Code Location

Array object being iterated is well defined and not subject to change.

Contract: SavixPresale.sol
ID

Severity

Title

No relevant issues detected.
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These results show that all relevant weaknesses have been successfully coped with and that the contract is
safe for deployment regarding the coding issues.
Furthermore the derivation of SafeMath library, which all calculations rely on, has been specifically tested with
remix unit testing.
Testing protocol for SafeMath library:
PASS
SafeMathTest (browser/tests/SafeMath_test.sol)
✓ Test addition
✓ Test substraction
✓ Test division
✓ Test multiplication
✓ Test modulo
✓ Test addition overflow
✓ Test multiplication overflow
✓ Test substraction overflow
✓ Test division overflow
Result for browser/tests/SafeMath_test.sol
Passing: 9
Total time: 5.04s

2.1.4.

Semantic Consistency Checks

Manual search for semantic inconsistencies and vulnerabilities is the most challenging part of the audit. The
process itself is obvious since the code has to be read and verified very carefully. Tool results obtained at the
previous step will help as starting point and orientation here. Some attention is payed to standard-specific
issues as well, concerning the ERC-20 token standard.
To start with the implementation of the business logic, which is the calculation logic for the token supply
according to the mathematics explained in paragraph Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.
of the white paper, has been tested for correctness using remix unit testing.
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Testprotokoll for SavixSupply contract:
PASS
SupplyTest (browser/tests/SavixSupply_test.sol)
✓ Test adjust supply all test data
Result for browser/tests/SavixSupply_test.sol
Passing: 1
Total time: 25.36s

With the same test data c# simulations have been carried out to confirm accordance of with both calculations,
the calculation conducted within the contract and the reference calculations with the c# simulation program.

2.1.5.

Testing The Savix Contract Using Ganache-CLI

The methods of the main Savix contract have been tested with Truffle tests written in Javascript. Details on all
methods of the contract can be found in the paper “The Savix Token and Ecosystem”.
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The following 17 test cases have been executed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Basic contract parameters
Token transfers (7284ms)
Token transfer with insufficient balance
Setting transfer allowance by approve method
Increasing allowance
Decreasing allowance
Transferfrom method
Transferfrom exceeding allowance
Transferfrom exceeding balance
Burn tokens
Burn tokens by sending to general burn address
Complementary figures of total supply and burnt supply
Start staking mechanism
Time simulation by shifting blocks
Time simulation by shifting block and blocktime
Comparing theoretical to simulated staking rewards
+ showing example output if theoretical interest rates (daily and yearly)
17. Checking inflation of total supply and burnt supply

Test protocol for Savix contract:
PASS
SavixTest (tests/savixtoken.js)
supply map length = 8
0 -> 100000000000000
604800 -> 115000000000000
2592000 -> 130000000000000
15552000 -> 160000000000000
31104000 -> 185000000000000
46656000 -> 215000000000000
62208000 -> 240000000000000
124416000 -> 300000000000000
final gradient = 800000
√ Basic contract parameters (1313ms)
Balance owner account: 97000.00 SVX
Balance account 2: 1000.00 SVX
Balance account 3: 1000.00 SVX
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Balance account 4: 1000.00 SVX
√ Test token transfers (8072ms)
√ Transfer with insufficient balance should fail (2325ms)

Allow account2 to spend 500 SVX of account4
Allowance account2 to spend from account4: 100.00 SVX
Allowance account2 to spend from account4: 500.00 SVX
√ Setting transfer allowance by approve method (3655ms)
Increase allowance of account2 to spend from account4 by 200 SVX
Allowance account2 to spend from account4: 700.00 SVX
√ Increasing allowance (2289ms)
Decrease allowance of account2 to spend from account4 by 200 SVX
Allowance account2 to spend from account4: 500.00 SVX
√ Decreasing allowance (1664ms)
Transfering 100 SVX from account4 to account2
New allowance account2 to spend from account4: 400.00 SVX
New ballance account2: 1100.00 SVX
New ballance account4: 900.00 SVX
√ Transfer from account4 to account2 with transferFrom (2602ms)
Trying to transfer 500 SVX from account4 to account2
√ Transfer from account4 to account2 exceeding allowance (1498ms)
Trying to transfer 1000 SVX from account4 to account2
√ Transfer from account4 to account2 exceeding balance (4899ms)
New ballance account1 after burn: 96400.00 SVX
Total amount burnt: 600.00 SVX
√ Burn 600 tokens of account1 by internal burn method (1893ms)
New ballance account1 after burn: 96000.00 SVX
Total amount burnt: 1000.00 SVX
√ Burn 400 tokens of account1 by sending to general burn address (3119ms)
√ Testing total and burnt amount (692ms)
staking started at 1614335894
√ Start staking (2609ms)
√ Testing helper function -> should advance the blockchain forward a block (243ms)
√ Testing helper function -> should be able to advance time and block together (104ms)
Test Account Starting Balance: 1000.00 SVX
Take snapshot
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Daily interest rate after 1 days: 2.14%
Yearly interest rate after 1 days: 771.43%
Test account balance after 1 days: 1021.58 SVX

Daily interest rate after 2 days: 2.10%
Yearly interest rate after 2 days: 755.13%
Test account balance after 2 days: 1043.01 SVX

Daily interest rate after 5 days: 2.05%
Yearly interest rate after 5 days: 739.62%
Test account balance after 5 days: 1107.29 SVX

Daily interest rate after 10 days: 1.13%
Yearly interest rate after 10 days: 405.21%
Test account balance after 10 days: 1169.61 SVX

Daily interest rate after 20 days: 0.56%
Yearly interest rate after 20 days: 200.74%
Test account balance after 20 days: 1234.83 SVX

Daily interest rate after 30 days: 0.53%
Yearly interest rate after 30 days: 190.04%
Test account balance after 30 days: 1300.01 SVX

Daily interest rate after 60 days: 0.15%
Yearly interest rate after 60 days: 55.38%
Test account balance after 60 days: 1360.01 SVX

Daily interest rate after 90 days: 0.15%
Yearly interest rate after 90 days: 52.94%
Test account balance after 90 days: 1420.01 SVX

Daily interest rate after 180 days: 0.14%
Yearly interest rate after 180 days: 50.70%
Test account balance after 180 days: 1600.01 SVX
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Daily interest rate after 360 days: 0.09%
Yearly interest rate after 360 days: 31.25%
Test account balance after 360 days: 1850.01 SVX

Daily interest rate after 510 days: 0.09%
Yearly interest rate after 510 days: 32.43%
Test account balance after 510 days: 2100.01 SVX

Daily interest rate after 540 days: 0.08%
Yearly interest rate after 540 days: 28.57%
Test account balance after 540 days: 2150.01 SVX

Daily interest rate after 720 days: 0.06%
Yearly interest rate after 720 days: 23.26%
Test account balance after 720 days: 2400.01 SVX

Daily interest rate after 1440 days: 0.03%
Yearly interest rate after 1440 days: 12.50%
Test account balance after 1440 days: 3000.01 SVX

Daily interest rate after 1470 days: 0.02%
Yearly interest rate after 1470 days: 8.29%
Test account balance after 1470 days: 3020.74 SVX

Daily interest rate after 1800 days: 0.02%
Yearly interest rate after 1800 days: 8.24%
Test account balance after 1800 days: 3248.84 SVX

Total supply after five years: 321634.87SVX
Total amount burnt after five years: 3248.84SVX

Testing balance after511 years!
Daily interest rate after 511 years: 0.02%
Yearly interest rate after 511 years: 7.66%
Test account balance after 511 years: 129392.84 SVX
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Revert snapshot
√ Testing development of Balance with timewarp (37121ms)
√ Testing total and burnt amount after one year staking (93ms)
17 passing (1m)
Result for tests/savixtoken.js
Passing: 17
Total time: 1min

Finally, the bulk distribution methods have been tested separately.
Test protocol for Savix bulk distribution:
PASS
SavixTest (tests/savixtoken_airdrop.js)
√ Basic contract parameters (464ms)
Start balance owner account: 100000000000000
Start balance account 2: 0
Start balance account 3: 0
Start balance account 4: 0
Start balance account 5: 0
Start balance account 6: 0
Start balance account 7: 0
Start balance account 8: 0
Start balance account 9: 0
Start balance account 10: 0

Distribution: transfering 500000000 SVX to 900 addresses
Transaction hash: 0x8b4c359ae9f53ae8fc92074c569925ea87a530fbfdd2181492acce5949ec23f6
Block number: 930
Gas used: 6577676
Cumulative gas used: 6577676
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Distribution results:
Balance owner account: 99550000000000
Balance account 2: 50000000000
Balance account 3: 50000000000
Balance account 4: 50000000000
Balance account 5: 50000000000
Balance account 6: 50000000000
Balance account 7: 50000000000
Balance account 8: 50000000000
Balance account 9: 50000000000
Balance account 10: 50000000000
√ Test airdrop distribution (30471ms)
Start balance owner account: 99550000000000
Start balance account 2: 50000000000
Start balance account 3: 50000000000
Start balance account 4: 50000000000
Start balance account 5: 50000000000
Start balance account 6: 50000000000
Start balance account 7: 50000000000
Start balance account 8: 50000000000
Start balance account 9: 50000000000
Start balance account 10: 50000000000

Distribution: transfering with different values of SVX to 9 addresses
Transaction hash: 0x5d8b363c396d6650824beb4036bf4063cd85ff670900d36e20f899e49f37cdaf
Block number: 935
Gas used: 199898
Cumulative gas used: 199898

Distribution results:
Balance owner account: 99293000000000
Balance account 2: 51000000000
Balance account 3: 55000000000
Balance account 4: 60000000000
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Balance account 5: 70000000000
Balance account 6: 80000000000
Balance account 7: 90000000000
Balance account 8: 100000000000
Balance account 9: 150000000000
Balance account 10: 51000000000
√ Test airdrop distribution with different values (flexible sum) (3927ms)
Result for tests/ savixtoken_airdrop.js
Passing: 3
Total time: 35s

2.1.6.

Checking The Staking Algorithm Using Ganache-CLI:

In order to test temporal behavior in a real word scenario timeshifts have been artificially triggered using
ganache-cli blockchain and the truffle testing environment.
For a test wallet with 100 SVX the balance the tale below shows the temporal development of the wallet
balance after staking has been activated.
Days
1
2
5
10
20
30
60
90
180
360

Theoretical Balance
102,14
104,29
110,71
116,96
123,48
130
136
142
160
185

Test Result
102,16
104,30
110,73
116,96
123,48
130,00
136,00
142,00
160,00
185,00

OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK
OK

The slightly higher value of test data in comparison to the theoretical data is due to time the interactions with
the blockchain requires. Therefore the balances returned by the test are always some seconds behind the
theoretical measuring time resulting in slightly higher balance values. This effect is negligible for timespans
bigger than 10 days since the supply curve is already flatter by then.
In conclusion, the test data fully confirms the theoretical data proving the implementation of the staking
algorithm is correct.
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2.1.7.

Testing The Presale Contract Using Ganache-CLI

The presale contract has been tested by a truffle test script. Temporal behavior has been simulated by
advancing the blocktime on command.
Test protocol for Savix Presale contract:
PASS
SavixTest (truffle test savixpresale.js)
tokens for sale: 70000000000000
min contribution: 0.5 ETH
max contribution: 15 ETH
token rate: 25
√ owner > Basic contract parameters (1119ms)
√ account1 > try to buy tokens while presale not running (321ms)
√ owner > start presale with missing tokens (424ms)
√ owner > send presale tokens (463ms)
√ owner > start presale (363ms)
√ anyone > check presale parameters (298ms)
√ account1 > try to buy tokens without approval (368ms)
√ anyone > get contributor account1 (missing) (318ms)
√ owner > add contributor (461ms)
√ owner > remove contributor account1 (546ms)
√ account1 > check isApproved function (must be false) (257ms)
√ account1 > re-add contributor (475ms)
√ account1 > check getIsApproved function (must be true) (268ms)
√ account1 > buy tokens below contribution limit (must fail) (364ms)
√ account1 > buy tokens above contribution limit (must fail) (389ms)
Buy for 0.5 ETH
√ account1 > buy tokens exactly at minimum contribution limit (1048ms)
√ account1 > buy tokens for the 2nd time to the exact maximum contribution limit (1068ms)
√ account1 > buy tokens for the 3rd time, reaching the contribution limit (must fail) (2186ms)
√ account2-8 > add contributors (1719ms)
√ account2-8 > buy tokens (3569ms)
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old balance: 155
eth raised: 55
new balance: 210
-------------------------------max tokens: 70000
tokens sold: 1375
contract tokens left: 68625
owner tokens left: 30000
unlock time: 1621705313
√ end presale (1565ms)
√ account3 > buy tokens for the 2nd time after presale ended (must fail) (382ms)
√ owner > unlock remaining tokens before timewarp (must fail) (382ms)
take snapshot
advance time 181 days
owner tokens left: 98625
revert snapshot
√ owner > unlock remaining tokens after timewarp (1185ms)

Passing: 24
Total time: 21s
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